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1. 
INTRODUCTION
Today, one of the main economic engines is construc-
tion field. A few periods of history showed that in Lith-
uania, the main goal for the companies were to build 
fast, cheap dwellings on the empty lots. The capital 
of Vilnius is not an exception. City is built ineffectively. 
Functions, neighbourhoods are far apart from each 
other and the transportation ineffectiveness leads to 
the longer and tedious hours of commuting, dwell-
ings and structures are in poor condition and don’t 
fit living standards anymore. People naturally moves 
out from these buildings, leaving neighbourhoods, 
villages or even cities desolated. 
But the paradox is that city has a great number of va-
cant property and land. These properties create bor-
ders, which people avoid. The snow ball is rolling and 
it brings emptiness, disorder and crime to the place, 
while it could be used for numerous diverse develop-
ments and to make the city pattern more vibrant and 
sustainable. 
The starting point of the project was from well-known 
quote in Vilnius by the street artist: “Vilnius full of 
space”. It was written on the emptied building in the 
city centre. The quote appeared around 2007, when 
Vilnius suffered from grand and cheap developments 
on the new plots.
The project focus is on one city centre block, which 
lies next to the main train station. It has various parts 
and problems to be considered: historical aspects, 
preservation rules, topography, history, high crime 
rates, emptiness and etc. But the main questions to 
be answered are about architecture role in making 
community bonds and what is required to involve 
people in the decision making. The project should 
be read as a framework, which has different stages 
and community decides when these stages will be 
reached. The project also wants to prove, that for big 
plans there is no need for big investments.    

THESIS QUESTIONS
2. 
1. To find and reuse empty neglected plots in historical 
city center.
2. How to avoid big developement mistakes and make 
big changes with small investements in these places?
3. How to make neighborhoods lively and adapt histori-
cal city blocks to todays needs? 
4. What building methods could be the most efficient to 
improve life in these structures?

INTRODUCTION: LITHUANIA AND VILNIUS
3. 

History of Lithuania
The project site is located in Lithuania (lith. - Lietu-
va), Vilnius. Lithuania is in the geographical center 
of Europe, recently named as North European coun-
try. Official Europe center is a few kilometers from 
Vilnius, capital of Lithuania. It is a country with long 
history and always been a land on target by  oth-
er nations. Lithuanian name was first mentioned in 
1009 on Quedlinburg Annals, when bishop Brunon 
were killed by pagans with a rock on Lithuanian land. 
Lithuania is in between West and East interests. 
Many fights, wars and occupations occured during 
1000 year of history. Every conflict ended up by leav-
ing country in a powerty, forcing nation to build the 
foundation of living all over again. 
One of the most damaging era was the middle of 20th 
century, when Soviet Uninio occupied Lithuania and 
made it part of Union block. It forced nation to give 
up their religion, beliefs, traditions, language and etc. 
People there exiled to Syberia, politicaly procecuted 
for resistence. Many of brightests minds there looking 
for Asylum in US, Australia and other safe countries 
during occupation. And many died in the forests, hid-
ing and fighting Soviet soldiers. 
But to leave dark history, nation has a brighter days 
now. Country were accepted to NATO and EU. It gave 
a country more security, possibilities and freedom.  
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3.1.Position of Lithuania in Europe
politicians and government as well. It leaves cities 
with poor urban planning, which is not reaching for the 
best results, but for the lowest economical resources. 
Demographics
As I mentioned before, a lot changed after Lithuania 
got independent. During one night we had to change 
history books, maps and understanding of capitalism. 
Communism advocated small communal living in the 
countryside and invested less in the cities. After inde-
pendence and especially after being accepted in the 
EU, Lithuania had to change a lot, so the countryside 
vanished.  Investments moved towards bigger cities, 
like city of Vilnius. 
Money moved to the cities also because of the em-
igration. Almost half of million left the country in the 
last 10 years and majority of people were from the 
countryside. The prediction is that Lithuania will have 
a few major cities and the rest of the country will be 
unoccupied (similar to Latvia example where the city 
of Ryga holds more than half of population). This ef-
fect will create more and more vacant land and prop-
erty in the countryside. Cities need more dwellings 
and space to expand and the worst part is that they 
are sprawling, but not densifying in itself.  
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Political and economical situation
Political will, towards architecture and urban plan-
ning, is still not at its best position. In 2007 govern-
ment passed a law, stating, that public building pro-
ject will be made by a competition. That competition 
is the lowest price competition. It means that some 
architects lower their prices so drastically to win a 
commission, that it is impossible to expect good re-
sults at the end. 
Another important issue is about architecture qual-
ity. The education about architecture and its impact 
in the society is very poor. People still don’t relate a 
good living and working conditions with architecture 
and urban planning. As the society is not educated, 
Population in Lithuanians biggest cities Density of inhabitants in Lithuania Vacant land property in Lithuania Vacant property in Lithuania
3.2. Diagrams of Lithuanian main data 
Land usage and history of land reforms
1. SERFDOM LAND REFORM XVI c. 
During this period land were divided in regular piec-
es
and given to bigger land owners, existing villages 
were restructured. During this period big land own-
ers thrived. They owned most of the land, because 
of their origin or connections. People without land 
were working for the landowners, to be able to grow 
their own food and survive. Over a period of time 
it became harder and harder to survive for people 
who worked for the landowners. 
To sum up, its the beginning of serfdom. 
2. TSARIST RUSSIA (from 1795 to Worl War I). 
Reform began in 1916. Again, villages were restruc-
turized. Land ownership were divided more equaly, 
but the serfdom stayed. Family, who were working on 
a land for a certain time, could finaly get the owner-
ship of that land. The big landlords were vanishing, 
more freedom and independency. 
3. INDEPENDENT LITHUANIA (1918-1940). Re-
form starts in 1919 and it begins with capitalistic ap-
proach. Serfdom were erased compeletly, land given 
to landless
4. SOVIET OCUPATION (1944 – 1990). The 
most drastic period. The land reform starts from first 
years. Land were taken from private citizens and sec-
tor, connected to common government land. Villages 
demolished, new common farms with dwellings creat-
ed. Bigger cities were built from the ground, to serve 
some industry (nuclear powerplant, concrete factory, 
etc.). Free plan developements, no land belongs to 
people, because society is higher than individuals.  
5. INDEPENDENT LITHUANIA (1990 – till to-
day). Property returned to people from 1992. Land 
ownership scattered, not planed enough, divided 
hustily. Citizens wants to own property desperately. 
Capitalism is back and it is possible to sell and use 
land as owner wants. Land reform is still continuing, 
because big part of property still doesn‘t have own-
ers, has issues with legal rights. It creates big prob-
lems if there is a wish to build on the land or refurbish 
it surroundings. 
THE GRAND DUCHY OF 
LITHUANIA
- Land were divided in regular 
pieces and given to bigger land 
owners, villages restructurized
- People withouth land were 
working for landowners, to be 
able to grow their own food
XVI
TSARIST RUSSIA
- Restructurizing of villages 
continues
- More freedom for land 
owners to grow food on their 
choices
- More independent land 
ownership
1906
INDEPENDENT LITHUANIA
- Capitalistic approach to the 
land
- Erasing serfdom completely
- Land is given to people with-
outh any land, reducing big 
landowner influence
1919
SOVIET OCCUPATION
- Property taken from private 
sector
- Land and property belongs 
to government or its organiza-
tions
- Society is higher than indi-
vidual
- Planning doesn’t consider 
land owning possibility
1944
RECREATED INDEPENDENC
- Property returned to people
- Big part of buildings doesn’t be-
long to anyone
- Land division is problematic be-
cause of soviet planning, some 
parts of land doesn’t belong to 
anyone
- People wish to own property 
desperatly, because of previous 
conditions
1990
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- Land were divided in regular pieces
and given to bigger land owners,
villages restructurized
- People withouth land were working
for landowners, to be able to grow their
own food
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LITHUANIA
TSARIST RUSSIA
- Restructurizing of villages continues
- More freedom for land owners to
grow food on their choices
- More independent land ownership
INDEPENDENT LITHUANIA
- Capitalistic approach to the land
- Erasing serfdom completely
- Land is given to people withouth any
land, reducing big landowner influence
SOVIET OCCUPATION
- Property taken from private sector
- Land and property belongs to
government or its organizations
- Society is higher than individual
- Planning doesn't consider land
owning possibility
1990
INDEPENDENCE
- Property returned to people
- Big part of buildings doesn't belong to
anyone
- Land division is problematic because
of soviet planning, some arts of land
doesn't belong to anyone
- People wish to own property
desperatly, because of previous
conditions
Saint southsayer town
The start of building
defence wall, instaled
Rudninkai gates,
important for the area.
If city before grown
organicly, now the
territory is cut off of the
city boundaries
St. Steponas str. had dense building footprint and
in secondary streets - irregular wooden family
houses
Active markets of horses (very important these
days) and other goods, taverns, hostels, leather
treatement and smith workshops
War, destroyed 40
% of the city
XIII XVI XVII
1655 - 1661
XVIII
XVII - XVIII c. All important guest: kings, dukes and
others arrives from Rudninkai gates. Events and meeting
ceremones held, area decorated.
1784
Big fire destroyes
everything what
was built before.
Big open fields
appeared and
people shephered
their goats or grew
cubbages
After a fire,
buildings were re-
built again (also
wooden materials
dominant). Mixed
functions
recreated again.
It is the start of
planning of the
area
XIX
7 - 8 decade
Small 1 floor
wooden houses,
remaining
countryside style.
Prostitution
started
Jews cultural
epicenter, area called
"shopping mal"
Jews bought big part of
lands and started to
built masonry
buildings. Apartments
were rented for
tradespeople,
craftmens, office
clerks. On first floors -
restaurants, shops and
workshops.
XX
Earl Tiskevicius
owned millhouse,
sauna,
woodworkshop,
warehouses,
bread and cake
bakeries on the
area
I world war
Beer brewery
owned by
Abraham Bensky
II w.w. 1940
Houses
nationalized
(given to the
government)
Territory were
emptied, no one
lived there, active
life has stoped
People that came
from East of
Europe, started to
move in the empty
houses
Typical soviet
blocks has been
built in the area
1990
XXI
Life is coming back to the area.
But the demage of long inappropriat
use of it left its trades on territory
Land and houses
given back to jews
and other owners
Land and houses
given back to jews
and other owners
3.3. Main historical / political changes during Lithuanian history
Nation: Lithuanians
Every nation in the world has some special character-
istics and strange behaviours that others don’t relate 
to or understand. Certain historical events, surround-
ings, people and nature creates different characters. 
To start, young people are trying to adopt everything 
that is Western: from pop culture to architecture. The 
acceptance of Eastern culture for the 50 years made 
a huge impact to our country and people. The com-
munist regime was all about forced communal living 
and vast governmental power. Land, property and 
business were owned by authority and private assets 
were understood as betrayal of the country. 
After independence everything turned around and 
people unconsciously repel communal living and be-
ing part of it. Everyone tried to grab a piece of land, 
where they could build their own “castle”. Even the 
smallest pieces of land with small sheds, garages 
were given to people. Today it is a big problem with 
land usage in the whole country. 
As people repel communal living, they are very incom-
municative, shy, don’t talk to strangers, don’t say hello 
on the streets, doesn’t even know their neighbours. 
People don’t fight for their rights, stand for themselves 
or unite. 
Saying that I am making exception in our unity in bas-
ketball. It is a sport that brings us together, we are 
even calling basketball our second religion. 
To sum up, Lithuania has fresh democracy roots, for 
only 27 years of independence. It means that mental-
ity of people is still affected by the past. Some people 
lived almost all their life in the communist regime and 
it is hard to change their point of view now. But I think 
that future belongs to free minded, hardworking and 
creative younger generation. 
Vilnius
Introduction
City of Vilnius has many faces and layers. Old town 
kept the structure from medieval times, main church-
es and palaces were changed or built during baroque 
times, big sprawled neighbourhoods were devel-
oped during 20th century and last 20 years brought 
high-rises commemorating corporations and capital-
ism. Globally, city doesn’t play major role. On nation-
al level it’s the most innovative and accepting city in 
Lithuania.   
Vilnius is sprawled city. During XX century it spread in 
big dwelling areas and takes up twice as much of the 
land as before. The concept of city was a bit similar 
to the E. Howardo „Garden cities“. All neighborhoods 
had their own small centers with stores, theaters and 
big long promenades. These centers were surround-
ed by big apartment buildings, freely standing on the 
ground. Neighborhoods were placed far from each 
other, leaving a lot of space for greenery. 
The topography of Vilnius also didn’t help to make a 
compact city. The variety of topography makes it hard 
to densify some areas. The specific facet is that land 
has a lot of small slopes and valleys, varying from 5 
meters to 30-50 m. And all these small hills belong to 
a bigger topography system. City has a very extinctive 
landscape where the old town is in a big valley and 
from there topography goes up drastically. This cre-
ates problems of land usage and densification. 
History of Vilnius
The history for Vilnius was not very easy: many wars, 
changing people, bad economic conditions and po-
sition of being in the middle of interest left Vilnius 
with demolished buildings and poverty many times. 
But there were times when Vilnius was one of the 
main cultural spot in the Middle or Northern Europe. 
It gives city many faces and layers today, where it 
is possible to define exalted period from unfortunate 
times. 
It is not very clear when Vilnius was found. There are 
some archaeological fossils from III BC, but first time 
it was mentioned by the duke Gediminas in 1323. He 
3.4. Arealia view of Vilnius oldtown
3.3. Comparison of Vilnius and Stockholm
VILNIUS
population: 574 221 
size: 401 km2
density: 1 432 peopl./km2
STOCKHOLM
population: 935 619 
size: 188 km2
density: 5 000 peopl./km2
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Land use of Vilnius
The biggest part of land is taken by forests (almost 
44 %). City of Vilnius is very green city and has pre-
served forest areas within city borders. Another big 
part of land is used by infrastructure and other land, 
20 % of land is used by built environment. The small-
est parts is water – 2,1 % and undeveloped land – 3 
%, which is 12 km2. In whole number of land usage 
of city it seems small value, but it is quite a lot. Half of 
Lund can be fitted in 12 km2.
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3.6. Land usage in Vilnius
is considered as founder of Vilnius. The legend say, 
that he was hunting in the territories, where Vilnius is 
now and while he was sleeping, he dreamt about hol-
ing wolf on the hill. Then he decided that it is a sign, 
and he has to build a city in this territory. 
The main structures of streets and built environment 
were defined in the middle ages. City had 2 main 
castle residences. One was on top of the hill and the 
other foothills. Next to the castle there was cathe-
dral and its square. It was surrounded by riverbeds of 
Neris and Vilnele. The city of residences developed 
from castle to both sides of the rivers. 
Like many European lands and cities, Vilnius suffered 
from occupations and invasions by other nations and 
in XVI century city built a defense wall. At the same 
time new cultural winds started to blow: first university 
was founded and city became cultural heart of Jewish 
culture in Norther countries. 
One of the main structures, shaping the new city of 
Vilnius was built in 1860. It was a first railroad in Lith-
uania, going St. Petersburg – Warsaw. It went through 
Vilnius city and required new infrastructure, new build-
ings and new planning of the city. The government 
of Tsarist Russia put effort and money in Vilnius, to 
create attractive city for the travelers. It was new and 
faster way of travel, as well as new goods could arrive 
to the city. 
In XXth century, Before WWII Vilnius belonged to Tsa-
rist Russia, Germany, Poland, was in united coun-
try with Belarus, called Litbel. During WWII about 40 
percent of buildings were demolished. 
As mentioned before, after WWII, during Soviet Un-
ion times, Vilnius expanded twice. To expand Rus-
sian culture and language, many workers from other 
countries were brought, new types of neighborhoods 
were developed and bad quality buildings built. 
After independence Vilnius became capital of Lithu-
ania again. In 1994 Vilnius old town were included in 
UNESCO heritage list. 
Only in 2007 first masterplan after independence for 
the city was confirmed. 
In 2009 Vilnius was announced as a cultural capital 
of Europe. 
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3.7. Historical developement of Vilnius
3.8. Arealia drawing of Vilnius (XVI c.) 3.9. Arealia photo of residential neighbourhood
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(13–18 m.h)
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(8–10 m.h)
3rd terrace
(4–5 m.h)
3.10. Vilnius land geomorphology type
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3.11. City of VIlnius natural and built 
environment
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3.12. Distinctive character of Vilnius
Station area
History of the area
The story of this territory starts from early times of 
XIII century. The great duke Gediminas started a city 
of Vilnius. The main companion of Gediminas was 
soothsayer (liet.-krivis). Gediminas was suggested to 
build a city next to this place, since it was saint place 
of soothsayers. 
The most interesting story is related to the street of 
St. Steponas - one of the main roads next to cho-
sen block for thesis project. There is no coincidence 
in this road appearance. The topography makes a 
valley in this place. The valley is slowly going down 
towards old town without major changes in heights. 
The road of St. Steponas was leading to the dukes 
hunting residence and great forests with lots of ani-
mals called Rudninkai. The place remained known as 
hunting territories til XVI century. 
But the history changed, when constant attacks forced 
city to build a defence wall. In XVI century people of 
Vilnius started to build a wall using their own funding. 
Defence wall was about 3,5 km long, 10-12 meters 
height and 2-3 meters thick. Wall was supported by 
protecting mound and water. It created strong border, 
defining which land belongs to the city and which to 
the suburbs (The territory of thesis interest is just out-
side the city wall border).
The interesting fact is that wall had 12 gates for enter-
ing the city. Every gate led to different directions and 
connected different cities and roads. St. Steponas 
street led to the city gate called Rūdininkai (as the 
territory for hunting). The gate was used mainly for 
representative purposes and Dukes were leaving or 
coming back to town threw these gates. For welcom-
ing important guests, there were performances and 
celebrations arranged next to the gates. 
Houses next to the road there built quite dense since 
many travellers and merchants entered city here. 
During time, buildings from wooden transformed to 
masonry and the first masonry house was built on 
this street. Also, the first highest building (6 floor 
height) was built next to this street. The facades of 
buildings facing the street were built with lots of detail 
3.13.Vilnius Charioteer next to Rudninkai gate in Vilnius
and attention. While the inside of the blocks were left 
with poor quality wall finishes, great plots of green-
ery, gardens and wooden houses. 
Street was very active with lots of functions. On first 
floors usually there were shops, artisan shops or stu-
dios together with living units, also schools, public 
buildings, Synagogue and Church. 
When Vilnius became part of Tsarist Russia, wall lost 
its purpose. Russians started to demolish defence 
wall in XVIII century. And the suburbs became part 
of the city. 
Another big turning point was after building a train 
station on 1853 - 1862. It was important connection 
from St. Petersburg to Warsaw. After building this con-
nection, Russian empire started to develop plans of 
the closest area with new time tendencies, based on 
industry: straight, long, wide streets, big blocks with 
big industrial buildings. The aims were very big, since 
it was expected to be a great success after building a 
station. Of course, the investment is never stable and 
big plans are tend to fail. Lithuania belonged to Rus-
sian Empire till WW I and the plans of building “New 
town” next to the old one were placed on hold. It hap-
pened here as well. Big blocks were only half built and 
other plots were left empty.
After station was built, the street of St. Steponas lost 
its transition purpose. The rails cut off existing road 
connection. Without transition it was left with no atten-
tion from city and developers. New streets started to 
bloom and be more important. 
On the other hand, the block was never a part of a 
big plan of industrialisation of the territory, because 
it’s in between old and new town, which didn’t gave a 
lot of freedom to build industrial buildings. 
Territory also had a strong Jewish community to be 
developed. There were Jewish schools, hospitals, 
synagogue and shops. After train station was built, 
the area started to lose its quality and had a few bad 
reputation houses. In XIX century there were the low-
est reputation brothels. The surroundings started rot-
ten and even on the beginning of XX Century there 
were still small wooden houses on the block. 
Saint southsayer 
town
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3.14. Timeline of the Station area developement and structural changes
Getting closer to nowadays, 20 years ago it had a 
very bad reputation. Since it is close to the station, 
it was associated with crime. Some people say that 
you could saw needles lying around during the day 
on the street. But last 5 - 6 years changed the terri-
tory and it has a new face. It cleaned up, new small 
boutiques are opening and people looking for new 
not so popular places are heading towards here. But 
one problem, that I mentioned before is still alive. 
Houses facing the street are being renovated, fixed 
and suitable for living or businesses, but the inside of 
the block is still with wooden sheds, unsafe environ-
ment and dark shrubby greenery. 
3.15. Vilnius defence wall plan
3.16. Vilnius Railway station main entrance pocture (1880)
3.17. Drawing of Rudninkai gate in deffence wall
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Station area today
One of the starting points of the project was choosing 
the area. It is very interesting because of complexity 
and changing processes. 
It is a train and bus station area. During all inde-
pendence time of 27 y ars and even more, area was 
known as dangerous, abandoned, and scary with 
prostitutes and drug dealers. Abandoned industri-
al blocks were (and still are) standing in the middle 
of living areas, dark corners and neglected green-
ery were perfect places for “black business”.  During 
these few decades, there were many tries and pro-
posals to change the area. Usually the lack of money 
and ambitions, that are too big, led to the same situ-
ation and no change. But recently good processes be-
gan. Pioneering Caffey’s and bars caught ideas from 
other countries and opened their business in station 
area. By leaving existing traces of time and feeling 
of the area, they succeeded incredibly. Young people, 
who don’t find themselves in the old town, started to 
gather in station area. The saying “follow the art” can 
be applied to the processes happening now. Art is 
coming and locating in this area. 
These new processes brought many discussions and 
thoughts to the public arena about the future of the 
area. It is known that after art, big investments and 
money comes. With money comes segregation and 
replacement of inhabitants. 
Vilnius already has a few gentrified areas and the 
results are similar: public spaces are left out, not 
developed enough to support new inhabitant wave. 
The area pushes out any possible outsider, visitor or 
passenger walking by. There are no places to stop or 
spend time without money. Commercialization also 
plays a big role in these processes. 
I think gentrification can be controlled by public spac-
es. There are a few opinions about gentrification and 
public functions. Some of them believes that public 
space increases gentrification (high lane in New York 
example). But at the same time, public space can 
be reached and used by different people. They are 
not forced to invest money by being in the city. Now, 
the problem in the area is related to commercializa-
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3.18. Important spots in station area
tion. Apart from sitting in cafey’s and bars, there are 
no place to go.  And it becomes more and more ap-
parent. New developments even put gates to public 
spaces, that only new development inhabitants could 
use it. In my opinion it is not right. 
But, if there is a tendency not to create public spac-
es by investors, maybe current inhabitants can form 
closer relationship communities and create public 
spaces themselves. Forming a strong community 
means to form a strong public voice, which can be 
said and heard when it is needed. Communities also 
can be formed as social business. That would allow 
them getting money form public functions and spac-
es for themselves and the city. 
Continuing public space theme, the interesting public 
space plan were made on XX century in 1953. The 
connections between old town and station area is 
showed threw public spaces. These connections are 
only made one direction, following streets. It is linear 
public space web, which in reality doesn’t work and 
the usage of public spaces are very poor, since peo-
ple  needs to move in more directions than one. 
Physical environment today
Unfinished blocks, abandoned lots, neglected green-
ery, topography and obstacles. These are physical and 
spatial problems in the area. It is important to men-
tion here, that area had its first planning period during 
XIX century, when new train station and rails were in-
stalled. It was mainly planned for industries, but due 
to hard times, half of the territory was not completed. 
It becomes the main issue, creating series of oth-
er problems in the area. What is more to mention, 
topography has big importance in block structure 
formation. There are quite big height differences, 
steep slopes that cut off some parts of the area. So 
it becomes hard to reach some places. Also, block 
structure, partially because of topography and also 
because of planned industrial territories, is very big. 
Some blocks have 300 – 400 m long façade walls, 
with no possibility to cross over the block. 
3.19. Public spaces connection plan of station area (1953)
Social environment
Crime, illegal activities, transition threw space. Phys-
ical environment, mentioned before, has its own in-
habitants with their own rules. Various crimes are 
made there, including drug dealing, prostitution, vio-
lence, homeless people make their camps. Since the 
territory is not far from city center, it is a perfect place 
to hide and do “black business”. Of course, hipster 
culture brought its own charm to the place and young 
people are more noticeable here than ever, but the 
social life ends on bar and pub level. Another aspect 
is that station area is a transition space: people ar-
rive, leave, go, rush or pass by. In a way people don’t 
feel responsible for the environment that they are in. 
Functions
Lack of attraction points is not inviting people to the 
territory. To add up, developers don’t want to invest in 
territory, which is unsafe, where are no people. That 
means that no business or developments are made, 
there are no reason for people to come. 
Problems of the area
Area has many problems that should be considered. 
On the other hand, neighborhood becomes more in-
teresting and attracts artistic thinking people. Different 
aspects like extraordinary environment and diversity 
in people lets artist to express their creativity in differ-
ent ways. But my goal is to find out what problems still 
exists on the area and what could be improved, to 
avoid segregation and replacement of people. I tried 
to map problems on different levels: Physical envi-
ronment, social environment and functions. 
Problems list:
1. Big, poor quality developements
Big developements are not taking in the consider-
ation the surroundings. The blocks are fenced by 
buildings and fences so people are loosing possibil-
ity to make a crosspaths and get inside of the block 
withouth persmision. Blocks usually are big dimen-
sions so it is hard to move or make a crosspaths in 
these neighborhoods. 
3.20. New developement “Oslo namai” on Mindaugas str. 3.21. New developement on Aguonu str. 3.22. New developement on Kaunas str.
Only new inhabitants arrive, there is no connection 
with existing surroundings. 
New developements are using bad taste facades, 
imitating historical buildings, using cheap materials 
and selling apartments in a very high price, since the 
neighborhood is going on the rise because of gentri-
fication. 
2. Sheds and shacks 
Area is filled with small sheds, garages, ruins and 
other structures that doesn’t fullfil any of city dwellers 
needs. Strutcutres usually are built in the past 50 - 
100 years. Some of them still have historical value (for 
ex. unique brick walls), but because of lack of under-
standing how to reuse them, they are standing still 
with no interest or intentions to change them. 
Every block is filled with these structures, that should 
be changed one day. But for now, when you go deep-
er in to the blocks - more unused structures you find.
And it is not only about unefective usage of land. It 
is also about danger of these sheds. They are not 
stable and also attracts people under law. 
3.23. Small annex on Sopenas str. 3.24. Garage and pantry block on Aguonu str. 3.25. Wooden pantry block on Aguonu str.
3.Obstacles in space
Area is very specific because of its big blocks and 
topography. Usually big blocks are surrounding small 
hills - natural barjers, that are hard to cross. Usually 
no connections are created to be able to reach some 
of destinations. It is a challange for the city, if it wants 
to have lively streets and city.  
Area has so many situations, where you are walking 
or riding by car and you bump in to the wall at the 
end of it with no other possibility than turn around. It 
creates as I would call “dead pockets”.
3.26. Blindfold on Kunas  str. 3.27. Firewalls , narrow paths between buildings 3.28. Blindfold and firewalls
4. Neglected greenery
Part of the main problems of the area is neglected 
greenery. It is greenery, left with no attention in the 
middle of the city, creating suitable place for shady 
people. It is mainly broken trees, high grass with 
tares, high uncontrolablly growing schrubs. Usually 
these places still has putrescent leaves from a few 
years ago. These places are not suitable for enjoying 
or using them. 
3.29. Bushes and wild grass on slopes 3.30. Empty plots with neglected greenery 3.31. No plan for green spaces in the courtyards
BLOCK ANALYSIS
4. 
4.1. Areal view of station area
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Historical analysis
Block started to shape its form around XIX century. 
The main streets forming it were St. Steponas str., 
Sopenas str., Sodai str. and Pylimas str. (names are 
used now for these streets). 
Before building a train station, block was mainly 
used for gardening, with small wooden houses scat-
tered on the plot. After station was completed, block 
started to grow. Block was divided into plots (almost 
all plots had one side, connecting to the road). Most 
of the buildings were built around XIX-XX century, till 
WWII. During these times, old town was understood 
as boring, unlivable place, because of the new wave 
of architecture and urban planning. Buildings were 
representative, because they were facing important 
streets, leading from the train station to the city center. 
Buildings were with a lot of detailing and attention. 
At the beginning of the XX century, block was almost 
fully built, but during war, some of the buildings were 
demolished. In the middle of XX century demolished 
buildings were replaced by modernistic concrete build-
ings. They continued the existing plan of built environ-
ment. Gladly, these buildings had to fit in the existing 
surroundings, so the typical projects were replaced by 
individual modernistic projects. 
Block today
Block itself has very big measurements and long fa-
cades without possibility to pass through. West façade 
is around 400 m long, east – 380 m, south – 180 m. 
There is a strong existing built environment on the 
block: perimeter buildings, facing existing street grid 
are blocked together. Buildings are mainly from the 
end of XIX century and XX century. There were some 
improvements or reconstructions during last dec-
ades as well. A few buildings on west boarder of the 
block have been built during soviet period. Buildings, 
facing street are quite tall (varying 1 – 5 floors with 
attic and in some cases with basement), has more 
decorative elements, balconies, small towers on the 
corners. Inside the block there are poorer quality 
buildings, structure in some cases is not very clear, 
they seem a bit chaotic. Some buildings inside the 
block are wooden, very poor quality, a lot of sheds, 
shacks and garages for people, although they are 
not using them anymore. 
4.2. Historical timeline of the chosen block
Data of the block
  
Size of the block 
Public space  
Private courtyards  
Built environment  
Density   
Number of dwelling units  
Number of business owners  
Short term rentable places (hotel + hostel + apartments) 
Kindergarten  
Institutions  
Public outside facilities 
59 000 sq.m. 28 600 sq.m.
18 000 sq.m. 12 400 sq.m.
BLOCK SIZE BUILDINGS (OLD AND NEW)
CREATED PUBLIC ENTRANCES, SPACE AND BUILDINGS PRIVATE ENTRANCES AND SPACES
CONCEPT OF THE BLOCK
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18 000 sq.m. 12 400 sq.m.
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59 000 m2
19 400 m2 
13 650 m2 
25 950 m2 
44% 
~230 
~80 
130 rooms 
1 
1 
Kids playground 
4.3. Chosen block data analysis
Protected cultural heritage
Temporary protected cultural heritage
Territory with authentical or close to authentical urban structure
Vilnius old town defence wall 
Main historical routes
BUILDINGS
Strictly regulated activities
Partially regulated activities
Valuable buildings facades
Other buildings, with no historical values
Buildings that can be demolished
TERRITORIES AND GREENERY
Strictly regulated activities on the territories
Partially regulated activities on the territories
Strictly regulated activities of the greenery
Partially regulated activities of the greenery
Land and buildings usability diagrams
Diagrams above are showing possibility of land and 
building usage. Chosen existing city block is part of 
old town. The old town has its detailed plan and spe-
cial plans, showing which structures and buildings 
have to be preserved. 
First diagram is showing consolidated plan of values. 
The main features are marked: city defence wall, 
protected cultural structures, authentic urban struc-
tures. Also, as one of the protected part are main his-
torical routes. It is considered as valuable historical 
feature. The diagram defines that the south – east 
parts of the block are strictly protected. These build-
ings have the highest preservation level. While the 
north – west part contains mainly temporary protected 
structures. The buildings themselves have doubtable 
values, while the structure and urban fabric is authen-
tic and protected. 
Second diagram defines main building regulations: if 
the activities are strictly regulated or it is partly regulat-
ed. Also if the structures has valuable facades or other 
elements, that has to be preserved. Diagram shows 
that mainly block perimeter buildings has protected 
activities, while inside of the block is not protected at 
all. Also the greenery has values and should be kept. 
4.4. Consolidated plan of values. Segment from Vilnius oldtown detail plan 4.5.Maintenance work and building regulations plan. Segment from Vilnius oldtown detail plan
Plots registered in the Land Register
Plots registered in the county
Plots, formed on 1995 old town regeneration plan
Vilnius old town defence wall
LAND
Dwellings
Public use
Commerce
Dwellings (small townhouses)
Public use
Recreation
Land use plan
Third plan is showing plot borders. Land division on 
plot is mainly from 1995, formed by detail plan man-
agers. 
And the last diagram is showing land usage. The 
usage shows that land is used more than 51 % by 
main function (for ex. commercial). The existing data 
shows that block is mainly used for dwellings. Only 
1 plot is defined as commercial and 1 plot as pub-
lic building. Other blocks surroundings this one are 
more diverse and has more equal division of land us-
age. 
4.6. Land boundary plan. Segment from Vilnius oldtown detail plan 4.7. Land use plan. Segment from Vilnius oldtown detail plan
4.8. Overall plan of preserved structures
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4.9. Boundaries of chosen site
Values of the site:
1. Net of connecting courtyards
Intensive land use in some courtyards is indiscriba-
ble. It gives so many unexpected feelings: high build-
ings built very close to each other. It gives different 
atmosphere than you could expect from these court-
yards. 
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4.10. Courtyard with gate entrance from Kaunas str. 4.11. Courtyard entrance from Geliu str. 4.12. Courtyard entrance from Geliu str. 
2.Height differences
Hight differences at some points reaches around 10 
- 12 meters. Slopes are steep and creates barriers, 
but at the same time it gives different perspectives. 
At some points you can be next to the roof top and 
1’st floor of some buildings. 
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4.13. View from St. Steponas str. 4.14. View from the top of the hill inside of the block 4.15. View from the top of the hill to the side of the block
3. Detailing
Outer facades of the block has a lot of detailing and 
quality. It was one of the main roads when the rail-
way staition was built. Buildings were quite high, 
comperade to others during that time (4 - 5 floor 
high). And the detailing was quite advanced. It cre-
ates valuable facades and surroundings. The streets 
were created quite narrow, balconies quite low to the 
ground level. It gives intimacy on the street level. 
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4.16. House on Kaunas str (corner of the block) 4.17. House on Kaunas str 4.18. Detailing of the old door on Steponas str.
4. Buildings from different times
The block has interesting history and has different 
timing buildings. Some of these buildings are from 
XIX century, otheres were built before wars in XX 
century and some of the after war. The latest ad-
ditions are from 70’s, when the kindergarden were 
built. 
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4.19. House on Kaunas and Geliu str XIX c. 4.20. House on Steponas str. XX c. 4.21. House on the inside of the block, XX-XXI c.
4. Silence
The feeling that you are not in the city center 
leaves a great impresion. Trees, birds, kids playing. 
Everything seems out of place and just a few steps 
and you are back in the city life with cars honking, 
people chattering and other street noises. 
4.22. Treetops inside of the block
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THESIS PROPOSAL
5. 
Communities have a lot of concerns about future of 
the area, they are willing to get together and make 
changes. Listening, participating and reflecting on 
the discussions about the area, I started to form the 
main questions of my thesis. It was very important for 
me to define the main problems, propose methods, 
how to solve these problems and create framework 
for the future developments, that would let area thrive 
with its own identity. 
Thesis takes over a few levels and scales: conceptu-
al area plan, neighborhood (block) master plan and 
architectural scale of different types of buildings.  
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Area is in the middle of transition between old town and dull residential area, which is
separated by the train tacks. To make area more interesting, we need more attractive
and lively connections.
Block structure in most of the parts of area are preserved. So to avoid stagnation, we
need to think how to create these inner blocks more attracktive and how to make them a
new additional "streets".
The idea is to give to every block different theme and identity and around that identity
create different public functions and add built environment. In that way blocks inner
structures would be used, lively and attractive. It would also reduce crime rates, because
people presence removes crimes from public spaces.
Inner block structures and commercial active streets meets threw public squares or
plazas. That also gives opportunity to notice the inner block life from the public squares,
where you can stop, sit on a bench and look around more than by walking on the street.
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Master plan concept
Area is in the middle of transition between old town 
and dull soviet block residential area, which is sepa-
rated by the train tacks. To make this transition zone 
more interesting, there is a need for more attractive 
and lively connections. 
Block structure in most of the parts of area are pre-
served, because of historical values. However, big 
block structure doesn’t fit with contemporary city 
needs.My proposal is trying to find different ways, 
without destroying historical structure, to change 
blocks into more inspiring and usable structures.
The idea is to give to every block different theme and 
a center and station, also to the existing residential 
area on the other side of train tracks, I am creating 
active comercial streets, leading to the main points 
of the area.  These points would be existing stations 
and new university campus. 
Inner block structures and commercial active streets 
meets threw public squares or plazas. That also gives 
opportunity to notice the inner block life from the pub-
lic squares, where you can stop, sit on a bench and 
look around more than by walking on the street. 
identity and around that identity create different pub-
lic functions and add built environment. Densify block 
inner sides, make more entrances to the block, find 
space identity and invite people to a new “streets” in-
side of the blocks. These new streets would also act 
as a shortcuts and would let people move more free-
ly and experience more in a city.  Densification and 
function variety would leave inner blocks with more 
people, attractive and lively during different times of 
the day. 
Another important part is to create a city level attrac-
tion points on the area. There are existing train and 
buss station, also market hall. They are separated 
from the main city center threw area, that is not a 
destination itself. So to make more continuation from 
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NEW PUBLIC FUNCTIONS IN THE AREA
Area is in the middle of transition between old town and dull residential area, which is
separated by the train tacks. To make area more interesting, we need more attractive
and lively connections.
Block structure in most of the parts of area are preserved. So to avoid stagnation, we
need to think how to create these inner blocks more attracktive and how to make them a
new additional "streets".
The idea is to give to every block different theme and identity and around that identity
create different public functions and add built environment. In that way blocks inner
structures would be used, lively and attractive. It would also reduce crime rates, because
people presence removes crimes from public spaces.
Inner block structures and commercial active streets meets threw public squares or
plazas. That also gives opportunity to notice the inner block life from the public squares,
where you can stop, sit on a bench and look around more than by walking on the street.
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5.1. Station area concept diagram
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GSPublisherEngine 0.0.100.100 Supporting master plan diagrams
1.Local and global attraction points
The goal of master plan is to activate different blocks 
and streets, make blocks active and attractive inside 
of them, open them to the public and place public and 
commercial functions there. Also, to avoid emptiness 
and obstacles in a city fabric. 
First 2 diagrams are showing attraction points. These 
attraction points would generate life around them and 
would create movement of people. Attraction points 
have to have hierarchy. The most important are global 
functions, inviting people from the whole city.  In pro-
posed plan these points are train and bus stations, 
cultural hub and market. I am also adding education-
al hub (higher education, like faculty of university or 
collage) and a public square with active commercial 
functions next to it. 
Locally important attraction points are serving people 
from smaller area. It is important to have as much as 
possible small and diverse function, to have vibrant 
fabric. It would also make sense to use shortcuts and 
different routes of the area. 
2. Themes of the blocks
To avoid repetition of functions and public amenities, 
it is useful to have different occupation in different 
blocks. So each existing block would be attached to 
a symbolic function like sports, gardening, education 
and etc. The block structure itself would become an 
interesting route through activities and attractions. 
3. Block division diagram
Diagram is showing physical change in structure. The 
blocks would be opened to pedestrians and bikes. 
Structures would have more shortcuts and routes. 
5.2. Global attraction points on station area 
(existing and new)
5.3. Local attraction points on station area 
(existing and new)
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5.4. Proposal of block division on station area
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5.5. Overal proposal for the station area 
Neighborhood cocept
Area is in the middle of transition between old town 
and dull soviet block residential area, which is sepa-
rated by the train tacks. To make this transition zone 
more interesting, there is a need for more attractive 
and lively connections. 
Block structure in most of the parts of area are pre-
served, because of historical values. However, big 
block structure doesn’t fit with contemporary city 
needs.My proposal is trying to find different ways, 
without destroying historical structure, how to change 
blocks into more inspiring and usable structures.
The idea is to give to every block different theme and 
identity and around that identity create different pub-
lic functions and add built environment. Densify block 
inner sides, make more entrances to the block, find 
space identity and invite people to a new “streets” in-
side of the blocks. These new streets would also act 
as a shortcuts and would let people move more free-
ly and experience more in a city.  Densification and 
function variety would leave inner blocks with more 
people, attractive and lively during different times of 
the day. 
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5.6. Themes of the blocks 5.7. Chosen block 5.8. Existing built 
environment
5.9. Structures, to be 
removed
5.9. Structures, to be 
removed
5.10. New built 
environemtn
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5.11. Old + New 5.12. Center point of 
the block
5.13. New entrances 
to the block
5.14. Multifunctional 
park activities
5.15. Multifunctional 
buildings
5.16. Buildings as 
attraction points
5.17. Master plan of the neighborhood
5.18. Areal view from north side of the block

5.19. Section A - A

Principals of architetural design
One of main thesis questions is about how we can 
built on hardly accessible land. The block already has 
“building wall” around it. And to be able to built inside 
of the block it is important to find an easier way to do 
it than traditional way of building. Another aspect is to 
give freedom to comunity and inhabitants of the area. 
To be able to build if there is a necessity and to take 
a brake if there is no need of constructions. 
Proposal is based on modular and built on site struc-
tures. 
Module outside measurements: 6 x 6 x 6 m, 12 x12 x 
12 m.
Module purposes: dwelling, utilities and basic needs, 
meeting hall. 
All modules would have integrated water collect-
ing system to be as much as possible independant. 
Modules would have basic utilitie rooms (as kitchens, 
bathrooms and etc.) and integrated technical spaces 
for heating, water and electrical instalations. It can 
also have sustainable water collection system to have 
possibility of independent systems. 
Main construction material: wood
Construction method: Japanese assembling joint 
method. 
Biggest span between columns: 3 m. 
Structure would be easy to built on site, light (2-3 
people can lift all parts), no need for special equipe-
ment. 
Help and preparation in built workshop. 
Built on structure has to be easy to construct for com-
munity itself. It is important to have structure of avail-
able, cheap materials. Parts has to be movable by a 
few people. 
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Modules 5.20. Module description
OLD BRICKS OLD WOOD PLANKS OLD DOORS, GATES AND 
OTHER ELEMENTS
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Materials
Materiality of the buildings would be as much availa-
ble as possible. Construction materials would be new 
and stiff enough to hold weight, but finishes of the 
building can have reused materials.
 
Existing site has a lot of shacks made out of wood 
and bricks. They all come in different sizes and 
shapes. For construction, these materials are not 
suitable anymore. But it is possible to use them for 
facades and interior design. Since materials are all 
different it is important to avoid messiness. The idea 
is to cover these materials in paint. That way the unit 
and façade would be kept as one, but the vibration 
of texture would be different on every façade. Also 
in the block different color of paint could be used to 
emphasis some units and cover others. 
The idea of using materials from demolished buildings 
also is related to emotional side. Integration of old in 
to the new structures would leed to a nice connection 
between current inhabitants and newcomers. People 
also would appreciate more buildings and surround-
ings if they would have something they owned before. 
5.21. Materials of modules
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Built on site
5.22. Light wooden elements
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5.23. Prefabricated details 5.24. Unit of structure 5.25. Structure 5.26. Structure with cover

PROJECT PARTS
6. 
Dwellings 6.1. Site plan
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The need of dwellings
The current site has vast problems of people ab-
sence. It creates dark areas with no people, which 
are inhabited by homeless. It has dark corners where 
dark business can be done. This problem can be 
avoided by directing windows, terraces and views of 
new dwellings to the areas where we want to avoid 
problematic situations. Now, the problem lies in the 
greenery, which is in the middle of the block and has 
almost no windows from the existing block buildings. 
Windows and balconies are directed towards street. 
New dwellings would appear between existing build-
ings and greenery, on the hill slope. So the slopes 
would be used and the area would be filled with more 
watching eyes. 
Avoiding big developement mistakes
One of the main goals of the project is to avoid big 
development mistakes and find other solutions for 
building apartment buildings. The idea of the apart-
ment building is combined of Dick Van Gameren and 
Alejandro Aravena ideas. The principle is to combine 
both built in structures on site and modular systems. 
Built in structure would be done at the beginning, 
without major investments. Only foundation and a few 
walls would rise on the site. It would be outdoor space 
that could be used by public. Between walls, on the 
slope, there can be playgrounds, community gardens 
or other temporary activities. It also leaves access to 
the greenery from the existing buildings. When the de-
mand of dwellings would show up, the modular sys-
tems would arrive. It would take only a short time of 
period to build them up. If there would be still a need 
for more dwellings, some spaces between walls 
could be filled up, leaving at least main connections 
between greenery and courtyard. 
Advantages of structure
Building this type of dwellings would be useful for the 
community, because:
1. The construction period on plot would take a 
shorter time than usual.
2. Current inhabitants wouldn’t have such a dis-
comfort of the construction site.
3. The units would arrive when there is a need. 
The economic changes wouldn’t leave half done 
buildings that can’t be used in any way. 
6.2. Concept digram
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Module unit 6.3. Site plan
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4. The integration of new inhabitants would be 
much easier. Newcomers would arrive on different 
times, in smaller groups. It would keep the balance 
between existing and new inhabitants.  
Structure of dwellings
Building has 3 different layers. 
1’st layer - row-houses. This layer framework would 
be done first. The walls would rise, laying the bear-
ing structure for the whole building. The space be-
tween walls could be filled during time, or if there is 
no need, it could be left open with different functions 
between walls. The units would have main entrance 
from courtyard. They would be 2 story high, very 
narrow and long units. 
2’nd layer – Apartments. The apartment fragment 
would be layered on top of the walls of first layer. The 
structure would be made out of monolithic columns 
and slabs. The outside wall would be curtain wall with 
no bearing structure. One lift and staircase block could 
serve 4 apartment units.  
3’rd layer – modules. This layer contains houses with 
2 stories. They would have big terraces next to the 
entrances. This part would be brought to the site com-
pletely finished. 
Reused materials
It is very important for the project to use as many ex-
isting resources as possible. In order to build new 
buildings, there is a need to demolish some disused 
structures. These structures don’t contain any func-
tion anymore and just stands emptied for a very 
long time. The main materials of these buildings are 
wooden planks and bricks. The idea is to use the 
brick for the facades and wood for the terraces. To 
avoid muddle, bricks of different shapes and forms 
could be painted, to give a façade unique look, which 
would be new and old material mixture. 
6.4. Dwelling types
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FLOOR PLANS
Nmb.
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
2-1
2-2
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6
4-1
4-2
4-3
5-1
5-2
5-3
Name
Row house_1'st floor
Row house_1'st floor
Row house_1'st floor
Row house_1'st floor
Row house_2'nd floor
Row house_2'nd floor
2 room apartment
2 room apartment
1 room apartment
1 room apartment
1 room apartment
1 room apartment
Townhouse_1'st floor
Townhouse_1'st floor
Townhouse_1'st floor
Townhouse_2'nd floor
Townhouse_2'nd floor
Townhouse_2'nd floor
Size (sq.m.)
22,70
22,38
22,50
22,50
20,69
28,82
45,66
47,74
29,56
30,91
29,56
30,91
50,36
50,36
50,36
28,51
28,37
28,19
590,08 m2
6.5. Ground floor plan
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6.6. 1’st floor plan
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6.7. 2’nd floor plan
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6.8. 3’rd floor plan
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6.9. 4’th floor plan
6.10. Axonometry of dwelling

6.11. Dwelling section 1 - 1

Public house 6.12. Site plan
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The need of public house
The lack of public functions in the area is a very big 
problem. When the project started to get its shape 
and form, I realized that the area doesn’t have almost 
any public functions. Quite large territory of blocks 
and neighborhoods has no public parks, squares. 
And the main paradox is that there is a lot of green-
ery and empty lots, but the quality is so poor that 
no respected person could enjoy that. The private 
functions also don’t offer much: if you don’t want to 
spend money, probably you won’t come to the area. 
The problem creates segregation and isolation. New 
wave of hipster lifestyle offers only private Caffey’s, 
bars or restaurants for young people, but there is no 
different functions offered for more mixed users. No 
museums, galleries, lecture halls or even small renta-
ble halls are offered at the moment. 
Activities in the building
The idea also is very connected with economic 
scheme. The house could be divided in parts and 
rented or given to be used for free or with small fee 
for different organizations, lecturers or group of peo-
ple. For example if there is a wish for yoga classes 
or self-defense program, the building would have the 
right space to do that. Spaces can be used as a gal-
lery by local artists, host gatherings of community, 
common workshops with the kindergarten on the site 
and so forth. It would bring community closer togeth-
er and people, who want to join group activities don’t 
have to go far from their own homes. 
Community park
Public building and administration would be left for 
the community itself. It would also employ unem-
ployed people or elderly from the block. The house 
would host and manage Public Park on the block as 
well with sport facilities. The need is so tremendous. 
In the city you can barely find descend outdoor bas-
ketball court.
Building method
As the whole project is based on mixing built on site 
and modular systems, this is no exception. The idea 
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6.13. Concept digram
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6.14. Site plan
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6.15. Ground plan
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6.16. 1’st floor plan
6.17. Axonometry of public house

6.18. Section of public house

Comunity living room - treehouse 6.19. Site plan
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Main idea of the treehouse
Project is crowned with a treehouse on the highest 
point of block. Treehouse is placed as an eye of the 
block. People can gather and make common dinners, 
meetings and discussions. It is created as a living 
room, to feel more like at home with more unofficial 
communication between people.
It is important to lift the building from the ground, to 
have clear view of whole block, because treehouse is 
placed on the highest point of the site. 
Building structure
Treehouse has two levels. First one is as the living 
room. It has a big dinner table (when needed it can 
be fold and placed in the closet), seating around 3 
sides and fireplace in the middle. Fireplace is the im-
portant element in the building. As in primitive times, 
fire was the main element keeping everyone together 
in a families and small groups. In this project fire aims 
for the same purpose: bring people together. Second 
level of the house is only a balcony, surrounding the 
main space. There you can have more one on one 
talks with more privacy. 
Building technique
Treehouse is made out of two parts as all buildings, 
suggested in the project. First part is module. It is a 
box, brought to the site and placed between the tree 
tops. It can be functional without any extra additions, 
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but to make the house „like home”, people can add 
what is needed on the outside and the inside. 
People can make walking lanes around the building, 
terraces in the size they need. On the inside finishing 
of interior would be depending on what people can 
donate or bring to the community treehouse from the 
site or their homes after redecoration. The project 
consists of demolishing some small shacks from the 
block. It also can be a source of material. Propos-
al recommends of making it more from natural and 
warm materials as bricks and wood. Also they are 
very common in the area. 
6.20. Concept diagram
Highest point of the block Building technique. Module brought on site Building technique. Built on site sttuctures Finished structure
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6.21. Site plan
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6.22. 1’st level
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6.23. 2’nd level
6.24. Axonometry of the treehouse

6.25. Section of the treehouse

6.26. Interior of the treehouse

6.27. View from east side of the block

6.28. View from the dwelling on west part of the block

7. 
REFLECTIONS
Vilnius is a city that I have many bonds with. I moved 
here during my studies and loved it from the first 
days. The freedom of being who you are, diversity 
of architecture and common thoughts created nice 
environment to live in. 
But by living here for almost 6 years in total, I ha-
ven’t thought I will see something new during my 
thesis project. These years I lived around project 
plot. I was passing by these buildings many times, 
thinking about different routes and recalculating the 
fastest way from point A to point B, but I always end-
ed up walking the same streets and paths. And the 
reason is hidden in the small details. The city fabric 
from above looks pretty simple, but in reality there 
are many obstacles on the way: walls, fences, stairs, 
hills and other things, that are not adopted to cross 
them. And adding to these obstacles the feeling, that a 
few steps away you can get in trouble just by catching 
someone in the act of crime, leaves you with feeling 
that you don’t want to come back. 
Excitement and undiscovered things always leaves a 
person with more feelings, but the reason I am do-
ing this project is to make environment safer, friendlier 
and usable. City shouldn’t have a neighborhood that 
is unsafe and dangerous, where you are afraid after 
dark and criminals have a safe place to hide. 
My final hope is that proposed building methods and 
framework of design could really work. I see it as pos-
sibility for the slower land development and easier 
transformation instead of invading space immedi-
ately. The historical plots are very sensitive to any 
changes and starting with small steps would let to 
adapt decisions to the specific place. 
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